Splicing mutations in TP53 in human squamous cell carcinoma lines influence immunohistochemical detection.
The mutational status of the tumor suppressor gene TP53 is often examined by immunohistochemistry. We compared the incidence of TP53 mutations in 12 permanent squamous cell carcinoma lines of the head and neck with the immunohistochemical staining obtained with two different antibodies. The mutational status of the TP53 gene was assessed by sequencing the complete coding frame of the TP53 mRNA. All 12 tumor cell lines had TP53 mutations. Six of them showed missense mutations and five had premature stop codons caused either by splicing mutations or nonsense mutations or by exon skipping. One tumor cell line was heterozygous, with a truncating splicing mutation and an additional missense mutation located on different alleles. In one case, an in-frame insertion of 23 extra codons was found. All missense mutations were positive in immunhistochemistry and Western blotting. The truncated p53 was not immunohistochemically detected in three cases with the DO-7 antibody and in five cases with the G59-12 antibody, giving false-negative results in 25% or 40%, respectively, of all tumor cell lines examined. We conclude that splicing mutations are common in squamous cell carcinoma lines and that the incidence of p53 inactiviation by erroneous splicing is higher than yet reported. Sequencing of only the exons of TP53 may miss intronic mutations leading to missplicing and may therefore systematically underestimate the TP53 mutation frequency.